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O Reilly Media, Inc, USA, United States, 1997. Paperback. Condition: New. 3rd Revised edition.
Language: English . Brand New Book. There are lots of introductory C books, but this is the first one
that has the no-nonsense, practical approach that has made Nutshell Handbooks(r) famous. C
programming is more than just getting the syntax right. Style and debugging also play a
tremendous part in creating programs that run well and are easy to maintain. This book teaches
you not only the mechanics of programming, but also describes how to create programs that are
easy to read, debug, and update. Practical rules are stressed. For example, there are fifteen
precedence rules in C ( comes before || comes before ?:). The practical programmer reduces these
to two: * Multiplication and division come before addition and subtraction. Contrary to popular
belief, most programmers do not spend most of their time creating code. Most of their time is spent
modifying someone else s code. This books shows you how to avoid the all-too-common obfuscated
uses of C (and also to recognize these uses when you encounter them in existing programs) and
thereby to leave code that the programmer responsible for maintenance does not...
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This is an amazing book that I actually have actually read through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not truly feel
monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS

Excellent eBook and helpful one. This can be for all who statte there was not a worthy of studying. You will not feel monotony at at any moment of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding when you request me).
-- Pr incess McCulloug h-- Pr incess McCulloug h
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